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This paper presents a new VLSI architecture of the Motion Estimation in MPEG-2. Previously, a
number of full search block matching algorithms (BMA) and architectures using systolic array have
been proposed for motion estimation. However, the architectures have an inefficiently large number of
external memory accesses. Recently, to reduce the number of accesses in one search block, a block
matching method within a search area to reuse the search data is provided using systolic process arrays.
To further reduce the data access and computation time during the block matching, we propose a new
approach through the reuse of the previously-search data in two dimensions. Our new architecture in
this paper is an extension from our previous work such that we reuse the previously-searches area not
only between two consecutive columns but also between two consecutive rows, so as to entirely remove
redundant memory accesses. Experimental results show that our architecture of increased area by 81%
can reduce 98% of memory accesses. Total power reduction is 86% in power estimation by SPICE
model.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of VLSI architectures have been proposed for

the block-matching motion estimation [1–6]: (1) three-

step search algorithm [7–8], (2) block match algorithm

with pixel sub-sampling [11], (3) block matching

algorithm using temporal/spatial correlation [12], and

(4) some other hierarchical search algorithms [9–10].

These architectures and implementations have a wide

range of applications, from H.261 to MPEG-2 and high-

definition TV (HDTV). In the H.263 format, three step

search algorithm is usually used for motion estimation

because it calculate the motion vector in short time and

low cost, but the motion vector calculated by three step

search algorithm may be local minimum solution. The

full-search block-matching motion estimation algorithm

is very accurate and easy for hardware implementation.

However, computation complexity and excessive external

memory accesses are drawbacks against VLSI implemen-

tation. The computation complexity results system to

consume high power and to be needed scheduling.

Furthermore, the granularity of computation for ME is 6

times greater than that of any other kernel in MPEG

system [14]. Therefore, it will be necessary to execute all

the other kernels six times per each execution of motion

estimation in order to process the same size of data.

Moreover, the motion estimation block is the most

power-hungry block in MPEG and consumes 50% of

power in total system. In addition to this problem, the

number of external memory access results in high power

consumption because of high capacitance of external-

load wire. To solve the aforementioned problems of full

search block matching algorithm, we propose a modified

architecture that has an extremely lower number of

external memory access [13]. The main idea is to reuse

the previously matched data with removing redundant

external memory accesses so as to minimize the power

consumption and processing time. In order to implement

a fast full search algorithm, we adapt a parallel array

architecture.

In this paper, we first present an overview of the block-

matching algorithm in the second section. In the third

section, we extend the algorithm of [13] to further reduce

the memory accesses without employing an efficient

architecture. Finally, fourth section presents an exper-

imental result and conclusion.
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PREVIOUS WORK OF BLOCK MATCHING

ALGORITHM

Most video coding schemes apply a block-matching

algorithm for the motion estimation. This is a scheme to

find the best matching part of each current macroblock in

the reference frame. Matching is evaluated in terms of a

distance between the macroblock; the relative position

where the distance takes the minimum is selected as the

best match.

The block matching algorithm is summarized as

follows. We first divide a frame in a squared block into

a set of blocks. Each block is compared with a block in the

search area (in the previous frame), looking for the most

similar one, as shown in Fig. 1. Full search algorithm

exhaustively searches all the search blocks in the searched

area. The search area in the previous frame is determined

by left_search, right_search, down_search, and up_search

spanned from coordinate center of a current frame.

This matching procedure determines the optimum of

the selected cost function. During the matching procedure,

whenever a block in a current frame moves to the next

block, a previously-searched data are repeatedly accessed

for generating a motion vector. The cost function for the

motion estimation of MPEG-2 and H.263 is the Minimum

Mean Absolute Error (MAE). For simpler computational

complexity (because hardware multiplier is not required)

than Mean Square Error (MSE), the MAE is widely

adopted for motion estimation.

The cost function is presented in Eq. (1), where N is the

dividend block size in a frame, x’s are the pels in the

reference block; and y’s are the pels within the search area.

The left_, right_, up_, and down_search represent the

search range of the search block.

Sðm; nÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

XN

k¼1

jxði; kÞ2 yðiþ m; k þ nÞj; ð1Þ

where leftsearch # m # rightsearch; upsearch # n

# downsearch, leftsearch; upsearch # 0; rightsearch;
downsearch $ 0;

u ¼
ðm;nÞ
minSðm; nÞ ð2Þ

v ¼ ðm; nÞju ð3Þ

Here m is the number of row pels in a search range of the

previous block, and n is the number of column pels in a

search range of the previous block. The sum S(m, n, in Eq.

(1), of the absolute differences between corresponding pel

of reference block data x(i, k) in the current frame and

search block data yðiþ m; k þ nÞ of the previous frame are

added for each search block. The minimum error u in Eq.

(2) of all sums s(m, n) within a search area denotes the

FIGURE 1 An instance of block matching.

FIGURE 2 An instance of data reuse as in [13].
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position v of the best fitting search block which provides

the displacement vector v in Eq. (3).

This method is inefficient due to the excessive data

access. Therefore, the problem of generating motion

vectors is how to avoid accessing the overlapping (i.e.

reusable) search data. Recently, to reduce the number of

accesses in one search block (which is a search area of a

reference block), [8] used a block matching method within

a search area to reuse the search data using three-step

hierarchical search block-matching algorithm and [6] used

one-dimensional processing element PE array and two

data-interlacing shift-register array. Another scheme uses

an embedded memory [15]. However, [8] often generates a

local minimum solution and the implementation of

hardware is difficult. Computational time of [6] is slow.

The architecture of embedded memory is inefficient in

area and implementation cost. To further reduce the data

access and computational time during the block matching,

in this paper, we propose a new approach through the reuse

of the previously-searched data in four adjacent search

blocks (called four-way reuse).

Recently, [13] introduced a reuse scheme with reusing

the column-wise search data by computing motion vector

simultaneously between a search block and two

consecutive search blocks. Our new architecture in this

paper is an extension from [13]. The difference is that we

reuse the previously-searched data not only between two

consecutive columns but also between two consecutive

rows so as to reduce the memory data accesses. Whereas,

the reuse scheme in [13] reuse the searched data between

two consecutive rows. Figure 2 shows a data reuse scheme

in [13]. In this case, the number of overlapped pels is

ðupsearchþ downsearchÞ £ ðN þ leftsearchþ rightsearchÞþ

N £ ðleftsearchþ rightsearchÞ per each current block.

The idea is to reduce the number of accessed data by

reusing those previously accessed data. During compu-

tation in a column, as shown in Fig. 2b, the number of data

accesses in an overlapped area is decreased by reusing the

data in up_search area and down_search area.

In addition to reduction of memory access, a total

computational time is reduced because two functions

compute parallely, motion vectors of two current block for

one search candidate block. To be compared with

conventional algorithm [3] of matching procedure, the

search range vector reduced to N £ rowþ downsearch by

parallel computation. As a result, a clock latency of [3] is

ðN þ jleftsearchj þ rightsearchÞ £ ðN þ jupsearchj þ downsearch Þ:
But a clock latency of algorithm 1 [13] is ðN þ

jleftsearchj þ rightsearchÞ £ ðNÞ:

The data reuse is done by using two subtracters in one

modified Process Element (PE). That is, two current block

(c1 and c2 in Fig. 2b) is parallely searched to compute the

motion vector with the same search data. The result is

transferred to the next PE. As shown in Fig. 3, while the

first subtractor in the modified PE computes the difference

between the current search block and current reference

TABLE I Clock latency

Architecture Clock latency

[3] (N þ jleft_searchj þ right_search ) £ (N þ jup_searchj þ down_search )
Two cascaded [1] 2 £ (N £ N )
[13]: Our previous work (N þ left_search þ jright_searchj) £ (N )
Ours (N þ right_search ) £ (N )

FIGURE 3 A conventional PE and a modified PE with two-way reuse
scheme.
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block, the second subtractors simultaneously computes the

difference between the next search block and next

reference block in a single cycle to reuse the data of

searching area in the next cycle time. That is, the modified

PEs compute matching criterion between two reference

blocks and one search block at one cycle time. Therefore,

computational time is reduced by half and the number of

data accesses is decreased proportional to the size of

search region. The architecture is much efficient than

other systolic array architectures in terms of speed and

power consumption. However, the total area is inferior of

other architecture [13].

OUR 4-WAY REUSE SCHEME

In this paper, in order to further remove the redundancy of

row-wise searched data as well as column-wise searched

data, we extend the algorithm of [13]. During the

processing of one searched data, four subtractors calculate

the difference of luminance between four current data and

one previous data in parallel. We refer to the new

algorithm as four-way reuse scheme while [13] is referred

to as two-way reuse scheme.

Our four-way reuse scheme is described in Algorithm 2.

In addition to reduction of memory access in row wise, a

memory access in column wise is reduced because four

functions compute parallely motion vectors of four current

block for one search candidate block. To be compared to

algorithm 1 of matching procedure, the search range

vector reduced to N £ rowþ downsearch and N £

columnþ rightsearch by parallel computation. As result,

a clock latency of algorithm 2 is ðN þ rightsearchÞ £ ðNÞ:
The clock latency of other architecture is Table I. As

shown in Fig. 4b, we compute the motion vector in parallel

between a search data in a previous frame and four

adjacent reference blocks in the current frame. Figure 5

represents the block diagram of our top-level system. In

the figure, the shift register of search-data is used for

reusing of search data in each search window because the

column-wise data is reused by the PE in one search area.

The shift register is 8-bit because of the bit-value of

luminance. We match a search block with a current bock

in a row-wise manner as shown in Fig. 4a. After

processing entire column in a search area, we move to the

next column and repeat the same procedure.

During this procedure, two PE arrays search individu-

ally the different column area. That is, our architecture

shows a concurrent procedure of Figs. 3a and 4a. The front

PE array (left-hand side in Fig. 5) generates a

corresponding motion vector and the behind PE array

(right-hand side) generates a partial solution of a

corresponding motion vector.

The partial solution of motion vector is shifted to the

front comparator unit through shift register. The number of

shift registers is determined by a number of row-pixels. If

the number of row-pixels is 144, the number of required

shift registers is 144=N: By applying four-way reuse

scheme, computation time is reduced by four times. The

number of memory accesses is reduced accordingly.

Our architecture is much efficient than any other

systolic array architectures [1,2,13] in terms of speed and

power consumption. Furthermore, the size of address-

generating block becomes small, and the number of

external pin is decreased because this architecture reuses

search data. However, the total area is inferior of other

architectures [2,13]. For our extended architecture, an

additional buffer is used for the current data. The number

of additional buffers is required due to manipulating the

FIGURE 4 Four-way data reuse scheme. (a) row-wise data reuse. (b)
four-way data reuse.

TABLE II The number of data accesses of [1,13], and ours (147 £ 176
pels/frames)

Architecture R1 R2 R3

[1] 161,847 174,090 173,538
[13] 44,247 47,565 49,290
Ours 6,192 3,024 1,440

R1: No of current blocks ¼ 4 £ 4; up_search region ¼ 4; down_search region ¼ 3;
right_search region ¼ 3; left_search region ¼ 4;
R2: No of current blocks ¼ 8 £ 8; up_search region ¼ 8; down_search region ¼ 7;
right_search region ¼ 7; left_search region ¼ 7;
R3: No of current blocks ¼ 16 £ 16; up_search region ¼ 16; down_search
region ¼ 15; right_search region ¼ 15; left_search region ¼ 16;

TABLE III Clock latency(4 £ 4 current frame)

Architecture 4/-3 search 8/-7 search 16/-15 search

[3] 121 3600 4340
[1] 32 (cascade 2) 32 (cascade 4) 32 (cascade 8)
[13] 46 76 140
Ours 28 44 76

(No of clock)

TABLE IV The number of gates in VLSI implementation of [1,13] and
ours (4 £ 4 current block)

Architectures No of gates in a frame

[1] 5,136
[13] 13,184
Ours 27,072
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current data concurrently. Our scheme is to use two one-

dimension arrays and one-dimensional shift register array

in parallel.

Note that the shift register is used for data transfer

without external memory access of the data in the

overlapped data reusable regions. Therefore, in the next

reference computation, the column-wise data access

duplication becomes zero. However, we were not able to

exhaustively remove entire row-wise redundancy. In order

entirely to remove the redundancy, we need more

hardwares which are not desirable.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented and verified the proposed algorithm and

architecture using Synopsyse. Table II shows the number

of redundant memory references compared with one of

[1,13] and ours. Figure 6 is a simulation result of the

number of data overlapping on various search ranges. In

Fig. 6, we can see that the number of overlapped pixel is

increased as to search range increasing. But the

overlapped pixel number of our architecture and [13] is

increased smaller than [1]. Because of reducing the

number of memory access, the power consumption of our

architecture is lower than [1,13].

Table III is clock latency for various search range. Our

architecture is faster than [3,13]. Because the architecture

of [1] uses current block data for propagated data in a PE

array, in proportion to search area, the PE array must be

cascaded. So in a difference PE array, a number of

memory access is very high and area cost is very high.

Figure 7 is the number of gates used for our algorithm

implementation compared with the conventional algor-

ithm [1] using various search ranges. Our architecture

requires additional subtractors in PE to reduce the memory

access redundancy. If right_search is N, then the number

of subtractors required in PE is two in order to remove the

column-wise redundancy and the number of PE arrays

required is two in order to reduce the row-wise

redundancy. If a right_search is 2N, then the number of

subtracters required in PE is four and the number of PE

arrays required is three. Also, if right_search is 3N, the

number of subtracters required in PE is six and the number

of needed PE array is four.

Our architecture efficiently removed the memory access

redundancy, thus it is time and power-efficient. However,

the number of gates is increased in our architecture. Table

IV shows the comparison of the number of gates for 4 £ 4

current-block between our algorithm and ones of [1,13].

Table V is a comparison of power consumption also see

Fig.8. The capacitance-power consumption per gate is

0.058 pJ and the load power consumption is 0.365 pJ. In

Fig. 5 is shown that the architecture of reused memory is

very efficient for power consumption.
FIGURE 5 Our top-level block diagram for four-way data reuse
scheme.

FIGURE 6 The number of overlapped data for various search ranges.
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The area of our architecture is increased by one PE

array, a shift register array to propagate the partial solution

to the next column matching and two additional

comparators. Note that in the computation block, the

number of gates in our architecture is increased, but the

number of gates in the address-generating-block is

decreased because the number of accessing search data

has been decreased. In addition, the speed of our

architecture is much faster than that of other architectures

in [1,6,13]. For example, our architecture is faster than one

of [1] by four. Due to the speed enhancement, our

architecture is effectively adaptive for HDTV.
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